ABSTRACT In mobile robotic control models, control parameters are always generated by sensors' information and a set of Impact Factors (IFs, such as the P-value in the PID model). The IFs take forms of fixed coefficients in control models and need to be pre-defined at design-time. However, when operating in an open environment, IFs of the control model are expected to be adjusted automatically at run-time in order to adapt to the environment changes and improve the operation of robotics. This paper presents a clustering-based approach to continuously updating the IFs in robot control model. The proposed approach utilizes the density-based clustering method to classify environmental changes based on the effects of these changes on robots. In each cluster, the regression method is designed to learn the relationship between IFs and environment changes, and therefore generate corresponding IF adjustment model. Such approach can decrease the mutual interference of environmental changes and enhance the rationality of robotic actions. The paper presents the self-adjusting framework and designs corresponding IFs update algorithms. This paper develops robotics path-following scenario and object-following scenario in open environment and conducts experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The results show that the proposed approach has faster response to environmental changes than DQN and MPC approaches, along with a lower deviation of robot's actions. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic task execution in open environment has been widely recognized as a great challenge due to the uncertainties and dynamics of environment [1] - [3] . For the many common tasks of mobile robots, such as object-following, parametric control models (such as PID model [4] , dynamics model [5] and MPC Model [6] et.al.) are the fundamental technologies [7] for robotic control. The control parameters from these models are typically generated by perceived feedback information and a set of pre-defined Impact Factors (IFs, such as the P-value in the PID model). However, the IFs of parametric control models are fixed and need to be pre-defined during design. Due to unpredictable environmental changes (environmental uncertainties) of the open environment, the environment is hard to accurately modeled [8] , [9] . Thus, it is
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extremely difficult for parametric control models to achieve task goals efficiently in an open environment [10] , [11] . To remedy the defect caused by environmental uncertainties, machine learning (ML) method is a promising method as it can induce the control rules that are in general hard to obtain with human efforts [12] .
Recently, ML methods have been increasingly explored in robotic fields [13] to update control parameter. With ML methods, the relationships between robot control parameters and action execution results are retrieved from the execution history. For instance, the policy search methods (such as fast damage recovery method [14] and self-optimization method [15] ) support robots to seek the optimal control parameters by fast searching the policies from a pre-defined knowledge base. However, the efficiency of policy search heavily relies on the scale of the knowledge base, which makes this method impractical for strictly real-time robotic control tasks. In addition, the Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques are also applicable to many robotic tasks due to the trial-and-error learning mechanism [16] , [17] . Deep reinforcement learning, such as the Deep Q-Network (DQN) [18] , [19] , deeply reveals the matching rules between the control parameters and environmental changes. Such RL techniques are able to select suitable groups of control parameters for real-time environmental changes. However, these existing ML methods typically require massive training dataset, which may easily result in low data-efficiency in the training process [13] , [18] . One of the reasons is that performances of the above methods basically rely on pre-defined discrete control parameters. And such parameters are hard to completely match the continuous environmental changes. Moreover, learning with mutually interfering data easily cause unreliable learning results. One the one hand, the coexistence of training samples with different quality greatly influence the learning performances. On the other hand, similar environmental changes from different environments act on different environmental effects on robot tasks and may cause learning processes with errors.
Applying machine learning methods in robotic control is significant, but the essence and quality of learning dataset need to be considered. To tackle the above challenges, this paper proposes a clustering-based approach to update the control models based on continuously self-adjusting model's IFs at run-time. To handle continuous environmental changes, this paper focuses on the update of parametric control model as the control models can automatically generate continuously control parameters. To do this, off-line learning of historical data is utilized by linear regression models to produce adjustment models for extracted IFs. Particularly, the weighted regression method is applied to organize different data with different quality. To fit different environmental effects, the training environment is divided into several simple subsets based on density-based clustering. In realtime control, according to environmental effects, the robot matches the sub-environment firstly and uses the corresponding learned adjustment model to adjust IFs to update the control model. To evaluate the proposed approach, the pathfollowing tasks and the object-following tasks are realized in V-rep simulation and physical world, respectively. Comparing with MPC and DQN approaches, the experiment results show that the proposed approach has faster response to environmental changes and lower deviation when a mobile robot works in an open environment.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A self-adjusting framework to update the control model in real-time based on machine learning results.
• Adjustment model for IFs in the control model to support the control model real-time update according to environmental effects.
• Environment clustering by density-based clustering method to tackle different environmental effects in learning processes. The rests of this paper are organized as follows: The prerequisite works of the proposed approach are introduced in Section II. In Section III, the clustering-based approach for self-adjusting IFs are presented. Comparison experiments are conducted in Section IV to evaluate the proposed approach. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and presents future works.
II. PREREQUISITE WORKS
In this section, two machine learning techniques that support the proposed approach are introduced.
A. DENSITY-BASED SPATIAL CLUSTERING OF APPLICATIONS WITH NOISE (DBSCAN)
When working with a large dataset, it is usually useful to clump similar data together by dividing the data into smaller categories [20] , [22] . In robotic control filed, the environment of robotic is complex, dynamic, and uncertain. If only using a total dataset to produce a learning result to control the robot, it was hard for a robot to adapt to the environment [23] . That is because different environmental status affects the robot in different ways. This phenomenon causes different environmental effects and may produces mutual interference between data. In this case, the rules of kinds of environmental effects are hard to be captured by one learned model. Multiple models for different kinds of environmental effects may be necessary. Thus, splitting data into smaller subsets according to similar environmental effects is necessary for robot learning.
To address the problems above, classification methods and clustering methods can be utilized. As it is rather difficult to gather the labels for environmental effects, the classification method is hard to be realized [24] in robot learning. Since the environmental effects are uncertain in robotic control, the clustering methods with certain cluster number (such as K-Means [25] ) are also unable to well explain the unknown environmental changes. Thus, in this paper, the density-based clustering is applied to the process of environment partition. This method can automatically generate any number of clusters which are sub-dataset. And the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), one of density-based cluster methods, which can clump similar data together into different clusters [20] , is utilized in this paper by characterizing a simple sub-environment into similar data. The DBSCAN is defined as:
where C means the set of clusters with a form as C =
S D denotes the set of data of different points which need to be clustered. Similar data in S D are divided into one cluster by clustering process. ε is the maximum radius of the neighborhood of each point in S D , MinPts defines the minimum number of points in a cluster. Among them, ε and MinPts are two input parameters that affect the clustering process of DBSCAN . 
B. WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARE (WLS)
The IFs of parametric control models are fixed and typically pre-defined at design time. Since the uncertainties of environmental changes are unable to be captured accurately and efficiently [7] , [9] , [26] , the pre-defined IFs easily become invalid and the control model is hard to produce suitable control parameters. In this way, the control model may need to update by adjusting the IFs according to environmental changes. To do this, the regression, which can couple data within a small dispersion, is utilized to generate the self-adjustment model of IFs. And the models' function is depicted as:
where F(X ) can present IFs of parametric control model, X is the inputted status information and θ is intrinsic coefficient vector of the function model. The generation of the self-adjustment model can be expressed as the solving process of θ since X comes from the historical data. To cope with different quality of different data [27] , [28] , Weighted Least Square (WLS [21] , [28] ) method for function fitting method is used. The core of WLS is an optimization problem in Eq.3:
where k is the size of learning dataset, i presents the index of one data in the learning dataset. When a robot running in different environments, different control parameters lead to different results, and the observations from the environment may not be equally reliable. In this way, the observations as historical data should be weighted based on environmental effects in the function fitting process. Thus, the weight ω in Eq.3 performs the weighting process of different observations.
III. THE CLUSTERING-BASED SELF-ADJUSTING APPROACH
Based on the DBSCAN and WLS, the self-adjustment models for IFs will be generated by the ML method and parametric control model. For combining these two methods, a framework is designed and shown in Fig.1 . In off-line iterating training, this approach uses ''Data Collector'' to collect a large dataset of historical environmental information for learning. With historical data, ''Generating IFs Adjustment Models'' first uses DBSCAN to cluster the large dataset into multiple sub-dataset which manifest as sub-environments. Based on the results of DBSCAN, the regression method is used to produce LBAM for each IFs in each clustered sub-dataset. In real-time control, using the real-time sensor's information, the robot firstly recognizes which the sub-environment it belongs to in ''Classifying Environment'' based on the clustering results.According to the regression result of the sub-environment it belongs to, the robot selects the LBAM of the most sensitive IFs to adjust IFs. With adjusted IFs, the control model ( 
During the robot's movement process, the robot aims to arrive at the goal coordinate by controlling over a series of velocity, linear velocity, and angular velocity ([v a]). However the deviations may exist, and the real control process for a robot will perform as real velocity([v r a r ]). Combined with control information and the sensed acceleration information Acc t , the sensors information X is formulated as:
Since this approach uses the historical data to predict the IFs for next step, current time variables and previous time variables are necessary for training dataset and they are expressed at time t under the definition of X in Eq. 
B. GENERATING IFS ADJUSTMENT MODELS
In this phase, the goal is to produce a set of adjustment model for each IF based on different kinds of environmental effects. Historical data are clustered with environmental effect by DBSCAN. After that, the function models are generated by weighted regression method based on the results of DBSCAN .
1) ENVIRONMENT CLUSTERING BASED ON ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
In this phase, DBSCAN is used to partition the environment into several sub-environment as sub-datasets. As shown in Eq.1, the total dataset of a whole environment S D is necessary. With environmental information from X in Eq.5, the point data P in S D is determined as follows: 6 , which performance as the indirect of perceived information, are the robot status or the environmental effect on robot actions. As the environmental changes may be different but the effect on robot may be similar, the environmental information is performed as the environmental effect as shown in Eq.6.
To cluster the environment into several sub-environment, the DBSCAN is utilized with Eq.6 after a series of pre-processes and is bounded by the radius ε, which means the maximum distance between two points. Then, the distance between two points P i and P j should be defined to act on the radius ε and the variant of Euclidean distance is utilized (shown in Eq.7).
Since the DBSCAN puts two points with a distance smaller than ε (the maximum radius of the neighborhood in Eq.1) into one cluster, the smaller distance between two points should be considered. To do this, the inverse tangent function is utilized as its derivative is arctan (x) = 1 1+x 2 . With the inverse tangent function, the distance with smaller absolute value will have a higher gradient. According to the definition of the distance which acts on the ε in Eq.1, DBSCAN is able to divide the dataset of the whole environment into several sub-dataset as sub-environment.
As the clusters of the environment are used to present the sub-environment, the real-time environment should be classified into the clusters before using. In this way, the feature point of the cluster should be determined to label a cluster. The center point of a cluster is adopted as the feature point and is defined as the mean value of each dimension of the points P in Eq.6. The value of i th dimension of the center point is defined as Eq.8:
For example, the value of v r t in Eq.6 of the center point vector is the mean value of the dimension v r t . After doing this, the clustering can produce a set of sub-datasets C = {C 1 C 2 · · · C n }. A set of clusters will be produced for real-time control to classification, as
where P C i present the center points of one of the clusters C i and n is the number of clusters.
According to Eq.2 and Eq.3, the purpose of the regression method is to produce a group of function coefficients θ for IFs adjustment model. To do this, the input feature vector X E of regression method should be defined first. With the status information in Eq.5, X E is designed as:
Actually, to find out the relationship between IFs and the environmental status X , the information of X is not enough. To enrich the information of X in Eq.5, there are ways to raise dimension information is designed and the Hadamard product is utilized. As shown in Eq.10,X X is just the Hadamard product which means that (X X ) i,j = (X ) i,j (X ) i,j . In addition, the information of angular velocity is processed by a cosine function. Since the quality of different environmental status X in the dataset are varied, it is necessary to differentiate data of different quality. To do this, WLS is utilized to regression and the weight w of data is designed to highlight the data with high quality of control results. The weight of data ''i'' in the dataset is defined as follows:
With normalization of Acc t(i) 2 and 1 dis t(i)
to the weight in Eq.11, the points with higher acceleration and lower deviation will be paid with more attention. With the designed of the input information and the weight of the weighted regression method, the IFs will perform as the learning label to learn the relationship between IFs and the environmental effect.
To respond to different IFs, for each sub-dataset from a cluster, the generation result will include multiple function models (likes Eq.2) and perform as a set of LBAMs:
In Eq.12, n is the number of clusters. Towards the robot movement control model, the linear velocity v and angular velocity a are two kinds of the most important control parameter. In this way, the IFs in robot control model that related to v and a are paid attention in the proposed approach. As shown in Eq.12, the set of adjustment model S M includes the adjustment model for the IFs to control parameters v and a. In real-time control, with the new status information as input, the IFs of control parameters can be adjusted by learning result in S M , and the suitable control parameters will be offered to robot control in each sub-environment with little computation.
3) THE GENERATION ALGORITHM OF IF ADJUSTMENT MODELS
With the definition of the mathematical model above, the generation algorithm of IFs adjustment model can be designed as:
Collect status information X into a whole dataset 3: Expend all X into P to do clustering // Eq.6
4:
Use P, DBSCAN and the distance equation to do clustering // Eq.6, Eq.1 and Eq.7
5:
for each sub-dataset from the clusters do 6: for X in the sub-dataset do 7: Expend X into X E to do model regression // Eq.10
Calculate the quality w (i) for each status X // Eq.11 9: end for 10: Use WLS method to do regression // Eq.2 and Eq.3 11: Gather each adjustment model for each IF:
end for 13: The set of LBAMs S M // Eq.12 14: end loop
As shown in Alg.1, iteration running of the robot does firstly in the training environment to collect information status X as the training dataset. According to the environmental effects, the clustering method with DBSCAN is adapted to divide the training dataset into several sub-dataset as sub-environment. For each sub-environment, the adjustment model (LBAM) is independently generated for each IF based on WLS. Finally, the set of LBAMs for IFs in each sub-environment is gathered into S M . And the S M will act on the IFs real-time update.
C. ADJUSTING IFS BASED ON LBAM
In real-time control, this approach first uses the current status as a current point to identify which sub-environment the robot belongs to. According to this, a learned corresponding function model of sub-environment will be selected to update IFs for the production of suitable control parameters.
1) CLASSIFYING ENVIRONMENT
To utilize the learned adjustment models of IFs, the subenvironment of current sensors information belongs to should be confirmed first. To do this, the set of clusters S C is classified by designed rules. As depicted by Fig.2 :
From Eq.5 to Eq.6, the status information can form a current point to respond to the center point. And the current point can be used to recognize which cluster is the closest one to current status, as the orange point in Fig.2 . Since the set of clusters is a group of center points (shown in Eq.9), the distance d i,c between the current point and center points of cluster ''i'' can be calculated using Eq.7. Using Eq.13 in Fig.2 , the cluster with the minimum d i,c will be select as the closest cluster to the current point.
VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The distances among a status point and clusters: The current point(Orange Point) comes from the current sensors information. The distance between the current point and the center point of a learned cluster means the similarity between current status and a sub-environment.
Then the corresponding component in S M can be found using the model ID from Eq.13 and the corresponding adjustment model F v(ID) , F a(ID) will be selected to update the IFs according to status information X .
2) SELECTING LBAMS AND ADJUSTING IFS
In real-time control, multi-IFs exist in the control model and need to be updated. To ignore the coupling relationship between different IFs, only the most sensitive parameter is select to update at once. Then the partial differential of learning result F v(ID) , F a(ID) are utilized to find out the most sensitive parameter. Since F(X E ) = θ T i X E (Eq.2), the detail of the learning results F(X E ) perform as: (14) To get the partial differential of F(X E ), the differential term should be determined. For unified representation, the ideal or real robot execution results are utilized. And the distance, the running result of linear velocity, is utilized to highlight the effect of v. And the robot corner, the running result of angular velocity, is utilized to highlight the effect of a. Thus, it has
With standard normalization,
can be compressed into interval [0, 1] . Compared with the normalized value of partial differential value for F v (X E ) and F a (X E ), the most sensitive parameter (v or a) is shown as the highest value in Eq.15 and can be selected. And the corresponding adjustment model will be selected to update the IFs of the most sensitive parameters with X E using Eq.14. After the update of IFs, the control model of robot is update, and suitable control parameters will be produced to adapt the robot behavior to environment.
3) THE ALGORITHM OF IFS REAL-TIME UPDATE
With the definition of the mathematical model above, the algorithm of IFs Real-time update can be determined: Collect current status information X 3:
Expend X into X E // Eq.10
Identify the sub-environment of X E to which it belongs // Eq.13 and Fig.2 
5:
Use the adjustment model in the sub-environment to calculate the differential value of each parameter:
∂dis and
Use F V (X ) to update the corresponding IF // Eq.14 9:
Use F A (X ) to update the corresponding IF // Eq.14 11: end if 12: Output updated IFs 13: end loop As shown in Alg.2, with the collected real-time status information of mobile robot, which sub-environment the robot belongs to is first identified. Using the LBAMs in the recognized sub-environment, the controller finds out the most sensitive IF by partial differential values. And the most sensitive IF is updated by the corresponding learned adjustment model (LBAM). It is worth noting that the loop operation of this algorithm is only to identify the sub-environment. To identify which sub-environment the current status information belongs to, this algorithm needs iterate around the distance between current status and all the center of different clusters. Other operations of this algorithm are direct function computation and their computation complexity can be regarded as O (1) . In this way, if the cluster number was m, the computation complexity of this algorithm is O(m).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of proposed approach, the pathfollowing tasks are conducted upon simulator compare with representative methods. To test the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach in realistic worlds, the objectfollowing scenario is conducted on a physical robot.
A. SIMULATION: PATH-FOLLOWING OF MOTORBIKE
To evaluate the performances of proposed approach, the deviation to path center is evaluated in the path-following scenario. In addition, the gradient-based parameters controller and Reinforcement Learning are selected for comparative experiments. To do such experiments, the path-following simulation of motorbike demo from V-rep simulator (From http : //www.v − rep.eu/) is utilized.
1) SIMULATION SETUP
To highlight the data-efficiency of this approach, the motorbike model (Fig.3(a) ) is selected as the robot model. Because the motorbike is difficult to control and unable to continue to work once its balance is lost. The robustness for different environments will be evaluated within different environment settings in the path-following task on Fig.3 . In Fig.3(b) , a regular path is defined as a path without any path corners of drastic changes. For a normal path in Fig.3(c) , there are several path corners of drastically changing with flat path ground. In Fig.3(d) , a complex path is defined with both complex ground and path corners of drastic changes. Using the motorbike and different environments, the comparison experiment will be conducted to compare the parametric control model from V-Rep simulator, the Model Predictive Control (MPC) from MATLAB platform, the Deep Q-Network(DQN), and the proposed approach. Among them, DQN is one of the most famous RL method. For learning methods (including DQN and proposed method), the normal path in Fig.3(c) is used to train learning methods and design the MPC model.
2) THE ROBOTIC RUN-TIME DEVIATIONS OF DIFFERENT METHODS
To evaluate the data-efficiency and robustness for different environments of the proposed approach, comparison experiments among the parametric control models (a gradient-based parameters controller) form V-rep simulator, MPC, DQN, and the proposed approach is done in different environments in Fig.3 . In comparison experiments, this paper uses two groups of parameters (including the variation of linear velocity V and gradient of angular velocity gA) of the parametric control models with the checked lowest deviation, initialized status of the MPC with the checked lowest deviation, and two groups of DQN in independent training. The result of comparison experiments are shown in Fig.4 .
In Fig.4(a) , the result with the lowest deviation is the parametric control models with parameters ''v = 390, g A = 0.045''. That is because when on a path without rapid changes, a group of fixed parameters is able to perform well and the robot can be controlled easily. But when the environment becomes complex (shown in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c) ), the parametric control models are uncontrollable as the fixed parameters are inapplicable. In this way, the methods with ML or MPC perform better as the change of deviation is not large in different environments. Especially, no matter how the environment, the deviation of the proposed approach are still maintained in a range of low value.
In Fig.4(b) , the MPC model with the checked bestinitialized status displays the lowest deviation of task execution. VOLUME 7, 2019 That is because the change factors in Fig.4(b) are the curvature of bend road only. In this environment, MPC that based on the continuous change in a short history can predict the almost best control parametric to control the robot. The MPC uses the online feedback information to predict the control information for robot while DQN and the proposed approach off-line generate the adaptive model for robot control. In this case, the predictive results from MPC are much better than the other two methods. However, when coming to an uncertain environment such as shown in Fig.4(c) , the MPC is easy to fail. This is because the change factors in an uncertain environment are hard to consider in the model design process. And in such an environment, the Machine Learning methods will control robot better through exploring potential rules in the training environment.
Besides, comparing DQN with the proposed approach in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c) , an interesting phenomenon is that there is a more sudden change of deviation when using DQN. It can be analyzed that the control parameters from DQN are discrete while the proposed approach using continuous parameters. The reason is that the result of DQN is a set of predefined groups of control parameters while the proposed approach is using parametric control models from historical data to produce continuous control parameters. From the results, it can find that the continuous parameters perform better. With regression, the proposed approach can generate continuous IFs to adjust control model. After that, continuous parameters are produced for suitable robot actions generation. In addition, this paper focuses on the different environmental effects and uses DBSCAN to divide environmental effects into several sub-environment. In this way, finer-grained potential relationship between IFs and environmental effects will be discovered. And the proposed approach is able to try its best to generate most suitable IFs for control model. Note that in Fig.4(c) , there is much value of the deviation of different methods that remain unchanged in a later time. That is because the motorbike is lack of balance and falls down. From the results, it can find that only the proposed approach can drive the motorbike to run continuously and completely. Another fact is that two groups of DQN in independent training express different results because of the random process in Reinforcement Learning. MPC is hard to adapt to the complex environment as it is designed based on a normal environment. In this way, the proposed approach performs the best robustness for different environments.
Maybe for a special environment, it can find out a great group parameter for parametric control model or initialization status for MPC to support the robot run better(as Fig.4(a) ), but it always needs a lot of experiments and expertise. For DQN, more reasonable predefined parameters or more independent pre-training allow the robot to work well. But which parameter is reasonable or when a suitable pre-training can gather is unknown for DQN. To summarize, in the above experiments, the proposed approach performs best with great data-efficiency and robustness in different environments. 
3) SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYZATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
To further analysis the reasons that the proposed approach can adapt to uncertain environment greatly, the IFs changes are shown as follow. In this simulation, the basic control model is the parametric control model (a Gradient-based Parameters Controller) that offered by V-rep simulator. And the IFs of such controller are the gradient of the angular velocity (gA) and the variation of linear velocity (V ). Thus the IFs = [gA, V ] are adjusted by the proposed in this simulation.
The result in Fig.5 demonstrates the stability when a robot is running with proposed approach. From Fig.5(a) , we can find that the robot run more than one cycle in the path but almost all the trajectories are close to the center of the path. To see more detail of the running process in Fig.5(b) , the deviation of the robot in working is maintained in a relatively low range. The ability of a robot to run with a low deviation is manifested as IFs changing frequently and accurately, as shown in Fig.6 . One obvious result is found that when the deviation becomes larger, the gradient gA for robot turning increases greatly and the velocity V is in a small decline. When the deviation performs dramatic changes, it always means that the robot arrive at a bend road with large curvature. And the gradient gA needs to be considered to adapt to turning request of robot running. In addition, when the robot reaches a slope with sand, the deviation performs a small decline. To adapt such environment, there is no obvious change in gA and obvious change in V . To prevent skidding, the robot should fine tuning its condition with a little change of gA. To uphill or downhill, the robot should radically change V to satisfy the control requirement. As shown in Fig.6 , both changes of gA and V meet the above analysis requirements. Since self-adjusting processes are a series of function computation based on the result of ''Classifying Environment'' in Fig.1 , the approach is always able to create a group of suitable IFs in real-time. The computational complexity of a direct function computation is O (1) . The computation complexity of classifying processes is controllable since the number of environmental clusters is fixed after the clustering process. Thus, the time cost of IFs self-adjusting can be ignored. With the real-time change of IFs, the robot is always able to perform suitable action in the uncertain environment.
B. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT: OBJECT-FOLLOWING OF TURTLEBOT
From the comparative experiments in the simulation, it is found that the proposed approach can adapt to the complex environment which is hard to recent famous methods. To prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach in realistic worlds, the object-following scenario is conducted on a physical robot, the Turtlebot.
1) EXPERIMENT SETUP
To experiment with the object-following scenario, the ''follower'' tutorial of Turtlebot (From https : //github.com/ turtlebot/turtlebot_apps) is used. In this tutorial, the IFs
, where s L is the scale factor of linear velocity and the s A is the scale factor of angular velocity. In addition, the status information is based on the set linear and angular velocities from the control model, the real velocities from the Encoder, and the real angular velocities from Gyroscope. Since the object-following is to maintain a certain distance between robot and following-object, the deviation is presented as the difference value between the target distance and real distance. With the definitions of the above elements, the learning-based self-adjusting approach can be easily designed in the object-following task.
In this experiment, the Turtlebot (As shown in Fig.7(a) ) collects the dataset of status information in different training environments. Among the training environments, the Fig.7(b) is a small slope, the Fig.7(c) is an asphalt road with leaves, and the Fig.7(d) is a flat rubber track. Note that, the leaves in Fig.7(c) will hinder the movement of the robot. The Turtlebot will test the LBAM in a more complex environment. In Fig.7(e) , the ground is mud land with many pits after rain and the black line is the path of the following-object moving. With the designed environments in Fig.7 , the comparison experiments will be conducted between the original controller in Turtlebot ''follower'' tutorial and the controller that optimized with the proposed approach. Since the training actions of DQN is limited and the collected dataset for learning is small, DQN is not used in such a physical experiment.
2) EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In Fig.8 , different experimental results between the original controller from the tutorial and the controller that optimized by LBAM are shown. To analysis the optimizing process, the controller that optimized by LBAM is shown in two kinds, including update all IFs at the same time Fig.8(b) and only update the most sensitive IF Fig.8(c) . Though there are some minor differences in the robot running paths, the key points (such as the points of 0s, 5s, and 25s in) are all in attendance in all paths. In 5s points, there is a protrusion of ground in the path, the robot with original controller shows a slight tilt and the robot with the controller that optimized by ''LBAM for all IFs'' shows a sharp tilt. That is because the IFs of original controller are pre-defined in design-time. Such IFs are fixed and hard to tackle unknown environmental changes. And the controller that optimized by ''LBAM for all IFs'' cannot respond to the interaction effects between different IFs. In this way, when the robot needs to update IFs, all IFs will be updated and the robot's actions are changed dramatically and trembling violently. And the robot with the controller that optimized by ''LBAM for only the most sensitive IF'' is moving smoothly. This is because this approach allows the robot to find out the appropriate IFs to update with suitable values according to environmental changes. In addition, the 25s point exists a small pit and the robot with the original controller is fall down while the controller that optimized by LBAM allows the robot to smooth pass. This is because the approach allows the robot to divide the environment into several sub-environment, and the robot can find out the best control result to control the robot to adapt to environmental changes.
To further explain the reason that controller with LBAM performs better, the variation curves for IFs and object distance (the distance between robot and following-object) in different controllers are shown in Fig.9 . In Fig.9(a) , the object distance of the controller with ''LBAM for the most sensitive IF'' fluctuates around 0.75m while the other two controllers are unstable and dramatically changing. Especially, in 5s, drastic changes happen in the controller with ''LBAM for all IFs''. This corresponds to the 5s points in Fig.8(b) and the robot shows a sharp tilt. What is more, in Fig.9(b) , the acceleration of different controllers is shown. It can be found that the ''LBAM for the most sensitive IF'' works with more stable as the acceleration changed in a not large region. This shows that when the robot works with such an approach, the force for the robot is steady and the balance of the robot is kept.
In summary, because the different ground of Fig.7 (e) will affect the robot actions differently, LBAM performs better as it can self-adjust the scales to produce corresponding linear and angular velocity for environmental changes. Since the relevant relationship between different IFs is existing, the controller needs to update only one IF to avoid the interaction effects between different IF.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In order to improve the adaptability of the control model to the environment, this paper focuses on the update of Impact Factors (IFs) of the control model based on machine learning methods. To tackle the mutually interfering data from environmental effects, clustering-based technology is used to merge similar data into one same sub-dataset before robot learning. To deal with the phenomenon that quality of data is uneven in training dataset, the weighted regression method is utilized to conclude the relationship between IFs and environmental effects. To do this, a clustering-based approach that combines with learning methods and parametric control model is proposed to sync with environmental changes. DBSCAN divides a complex environment into several sub-environment. Off-line Regression methods with WLS generates the coefficients of a self-adjustment model for IFs. Such an approach including DBSCAN and WLS supports the robot to identify the environment and produce suitable IFs on-line for robotic control model updating dynamically. In the tasks of both simulation and physical experiment, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach are expressed.
The proposed approach performs great adaptability to environmental changes with high data-efficiency. But the results of the produced parameters maybe not the best. It assumes that the real-time running status information is not well known in an off-line model. Therefore, on-line dynamically update control model will be studied in future researches. 
